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Real forensic applications of X-ray Emission techniques are still rather 
rare due to
the reluctance of police departments to rely on other peoples’ expertise
lack of forensic laboratories in many countries
forensic laboratories are not well equipped / lack of specialised personnel
lack of communication between the criminologists’ and physical science 
community 

There some very closed, highly specialised societies of forensic 
scientists

Forensic applications



The situation is similar to what was happening with the applications on 
archaeological materials and works of art 50 years ago

development of a new field 
Archaeometry / Archaeological Sciences / Archaeological Materials Science

after 25 years of Archaeometry in Greece, the first (2) “archaeometrists”
were appointed by the Hellenic Ministry of Culture this month
portable XRF instruments are in fashion and readily available in many 
archaeological Museums  
the field of Archaeological/Historical Materials Science can serve the role of 
an interface between Forensic science and X-ray Emission applications, 
especially in view of the increasing need to control archaeological crime 
(illicit trade of antiquities and works of art) 

Archaeological applications





Our services include expert opinion and consultancy with respect to 
• authenticity tests
• characterisation of materials 
• provenance and technology studies 
• study of manufacturing processes through laboratory experiments
• preventive conservation, new techniques for damage assessment
• archaeological crime, elemental tagging techniques



Attic marble grave stele, second half 4th cent.

a real forensic case that 
can be addressed by
XRF& nIR techniques
December 2006-



Authenticity test 
Benaki Museum Collection, 
December 2000

Hellenistic figurine of Venus, 1st c. BC or recent ? 

TL dating of the clay core
XRF analysis of the gold
Simple Microscopic analysis

Aloupi et al. 2000, Benaki 1



Authenticity test 
Benaki Museum Collection
December 2000

White Ground Lekythos, 5th c. BC, 
authentic vase with uncertain 
decorative scene

nd XRF analysis (1)
UV-Vis-IR imaging
nd XRF analysis (2)



Authenticity test 
Benaki Museum Collection

White Ground Lekythos, 5th c. BC, 
genuine vase with faked decoration

UV-Vis-IR imaging revealed the 
fingerprints of the painter



Vravrona Museum : 
Polychrome lekythos from Merenta east Attica, excavated in July 2002
November 2002 - March 2003



XRF and nIR- ANALYSIS of a polychrome white ground 
Attic lekythos(5 thcent. BC) bearing pre- firing (glossy 
black, white slip, hematite red) and post- firing (mat black 
and cinnabar red) decoration. The analysis revealed an 
ancient restoration that explains the post firing 
retouching. March 2003

Hematite Cinnabar, HgS



Vravrona Museum : Polychrome lekythos from Merenta,
XRF analysis INP NCSR Demokritos, November 2002

Kaoline
increased Κ, S 
allunite ?

Clay slip black glaze



Vravrona Museum : Polychrome lekythos from Merenta,
XRF analysis – INP, NCSR Demokritos, November 2002

Cinnabar, HgS

Carbon shoot, C

Organic pigment?
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Identification of an organic material (i.e. primal) 
used during a recent conservation to fix the 
kaolinitic white slip

Identification of Gypsum used during an ancient 
restoration. The crack on  the shoulder of the 
vase was filled with gypsum after  firing and the 
anthemion was painted by using cinnabar and 

gypsum

near-IR analysis, P1-NHRF, March 2003

n-IR spectrometry revealed an ancient restoration ......









Authentic fakes…..
Food for thought…..

A well-documented problem, especially in the Mediterranean, is the illegal trade 
in archaeological value objects. The contemporary production of Museum 
quality, technologically authentic, and archaeologically documented ceramic 
artefacts may well mitigate the demand for the originals, while at the same time 
allowing access to a wider clientele. 

This policy has been adopted few years ago by the Peruvian government, which 
set up outlets for high quality ‘certified’ artefacts in order to reduce the illegal 
export of pre Columbian antiquities. 

One aim of the CERAMED project was the promotion of similar policies by the 
countries involved (Greece, Turkey, Spain, Morocco and Jordan). 

The Hellenic Ministry of Culture has already adopted such a policy by 
commissioning “museum quality” reproductions for sale at the major museum 
shops. 

Another measure adopted by the HMC is the creation of exhibitions promoting 
local history based on high quality reproductions of archaeological finds (Athens 
Metro stations, Corinth Suburban rail terminal).



'Technologically authentic'' reproduction of ancient ceramic artefacts for
Museum shops, Public exhibitions, Private collections, Education



Meeting at the ancient Agora ….
March 2007, www.fhw.gr





Authentic fakes 2
There is of course an intrinsic danger that the high quality reproductions might be 
artificially aged in order to enter the market as originals. As a safeguard against this 
eventuality and in compliance with the ICOM Code of Ethics for Museums that states 

……If replicas, reproductions or copies of items in a museum's collection are made, for 
whatever purpose, they must respect the integrity of the original and be 
permanently marked as facsimiles. All items offered for sale should comply with 
relevant national and local legislation…. 

a “Museum Quality” label or elemental tag is stamped or inserted in the ceramic body 
and the production is documented and communicated to the Antique Market and 
major Auction Houses. 



A collection of 
artificially aged 
ceramics made 
for a private 
collector, 

April 2007



Embodied Elemental 
Tagging

The material used for the decoration of the clay body is the 
finest fraction of an illitic clay rich in iron oxides with low CaO
content, which when concentrated with boiling produces a 
thick “paint”. The paint is applied on the unfired clay body and 
the vases are fired in a complex firing cycle up to 950oC 
involving three stages: 









Authors : Luca Gregoratti and Matteo Dalmiglio Sincrotrone Trieste SCpA SS14-
Km163.5 in Area Science Park 34012 Trieste Italy



Authentic fakes 3….
This preoccupation with replicas possibly passing as originals is not universal. As one of 
the most respected archaeological materials scientists writes
"…. Some people, especially Westerners, want every replica labelled on the 

bottom, denouncing unlabeled examples as attempts at deception, fakes, or 
forgeries; however, the Chinese want the possibility of personal interpretation as 
to whether a ceramic is "real." Such connoisseurship was part of the measure of 
a Mandarin scholar, and this cultural tradition is being preserved in the new 
China. The old technology is being kept alive and even improved upon, economic 
benefits and elevated social status accrue to artisans and factory owners, and 
tourism comes to cities where wonderful ceramics are produced. Respect for an 
ancient craft is generated, and artisans in other areas with similar raw materials 
try to emulate the "originals." Occasionally, they succeed so well that museum 
curators and scientists are fooled in the process of appraisal and acquisition, but 
this only adds to the game of having knowledge confer status…….."

From “Preserving Art through the Ages”, Pamela B. Vandiver, Guest Editor, Materials 
Research Society Bulletin,  January 2001 Issue.



Elemental tagging on conservation materials 
adopted by the Benaki Museum
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